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President’s Notes

M

y fellow Compatriots, if you
are NCAA Basketball Fans, I
hope you are enjoying March Madness.
I have managed to get my COVID
Vaccinations, and I hope, you and your
families have been able to do the same.
As things continue to improve, we are
starting to explore when we can again
meet at the Old Spaghetti Factory in
Concord. There are some logistics to be
worked out, including how to do both
Zoom and in person meetings, and if the
restaurant is ready to accommodate
groups.
For our newer members, a
reminder that the Thomas Jefferson
Chapter normally meets 8 times a year
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for lunch on the third Saturday in January
through May, September through
October, and November/December. Our
meetings include a guest speaker
followed by a chapter business meeting.
Meetings are normally held at a meeting
room in the Old Spaghetti Factory in
Concord. Spouses and guests are always
welcome.
This year our April meeting is
being pushed to the 4th Saturday (April
24th) due to a conflict with the Annual
Meeting of the California Society SAR. If
we are not able meet live in May, we
should certainly be able to meet in
person in September. I hope to see you
all at our April Meeting. I wish you all a
Happy Easter Weekend!
— Gregory Owens, President
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Secretary’s Notes

T

he Thomas Jefferson
Chapter held a Zoom
Meeting on Saturday, March 20,
2021 at 1PM. We had sixteen
chapter members in the meeting –
President Greg Owens, Secretary
Stephen Renouf, Treasurer William
Rood, Registrar Derek Brown,
Chaplain John Vernagallo, Past
President Tim Ernst, Nick Bowles,
William Fernow, Steve Gibson, Tom
McGinley (in Arizona), Scott Menard,
Steve Morford, John Plotts, Mike
Sedgwick, Tom Silva, and Phil Stage.
We had seven guests – Robert Ebert
(San Francisco Chapter), William Van
Valkenburg
(Redwood
Empire
Chapter),
Speaker
Dr.
John
Richardson, and applicants Bill
Blaylock, David King, Tim Smith, and
Mark Tanis.
President
Greg
Owens
introduced our special guests, Bob
Ebert (past state president, VPG, and
member of the San Francisco
Chapter), Bill Van Valkenburg
(running for CASSAR VP North, and a
member of the Redwood Empire
Chapter), and Speaker Dr. John
Richardson.
President Owens announced
that the Chapter SAR Essay Contest
Winner, Ryan Fortani, has won the
CASSAR competition as well, and his
essay is being forwarded for the
NSSAR competition. His essay on a
true (but forgotten) patriot was on
Patriot Joseph Warren. We look
forward to presenting his awards at
a future in-person meeting.
President Owens introduced

our speaker, Dr. John V. Richardson,
Jr., a Professor Emeritus of
Information Studies at the University
of California, Los Angeles, and a
member of the Harbor Chapter,
CASSAR. Dr. Richardson has taught
over 1,000 graduate students
training to become archivists,
librarians, and curators. In recent
years, he has specialized in teaching
a
graduate
course
entitled
Genealogical Information Resources,
and his 15th and latest book is
entitled Die Weber Familie (ITA
Press, 2019) which explains the
emigration pattern of the Weber
family, which left Neukirchen am
Potzberg in Germany in the early
19th century. His academic work
has been recognized by the
American Library Association’s Justin
Winsor Prize for best historical
writing, and has been supported by
the US Department of State (as a
Fulbright Scholar in 2001 to Russia
and in 2012 to Turkmenistan).
Dr. Richardson presented

“Coats of Arms: Fact, Fiction, and
Fabrication.”
He
covered
misconceptions and myths regarding
coats of arms. He said he searched
the Internet for “Richardson Coat of
Arms” and found about 60 different
coats of arms. He explained that
coats of arms are NOT granted to
families, but to an individual, whose
direct lineal descendants may inherit
them. So sharing a surname with
someone who was granted a coat of

arms does not entitle you to bear
them, and multiple people with the
same surname may have been
granted unique coats of arms. He
stated that contrary to popular
belief, Americans are not prohibited
from having their own coat of arms.
It is not prohibitively expensive to
have your own arms (can range from
free to several hundred dollars). As
Thomas Jefferson stated, “A coat of
arms may be purchased as cheap as
any other coat.” It is also not only
something that “old” families have.
He displayed some early
representations of coats of arms –
from the Bayeux Tapestry (1060’s),
where people were recognizable
with their leather helmets, and from
a depiction of armed combat from
the 13th century, where knights
wore helmets concealing their
identity. Knights wanted to be
known for their deeds, and they
needed to know whose orders to
follow, so heraldry was the solution.
Individuals had their own unique
design displayed on their horses or
shields, so they could be identified
without being able to see their face
through the visor of their armor.
In 1484, King Richard III
established the College of Arms by
royal charter, and assigned heralds
to visit households across England to
record each owner’s design. This led
to laws establishing who was
entitled to bear arms, essentially any
man who owned land (gentlemen
and esquires), or members of the
nobility in Britain and Ireland. In
Tudor times, a “gentleman” was
defined as a man who lived
according to accepted standards, did
not engage in productive labor, and
owned and rented out land for

others to work. An esquire was an
apprentice to a knight. Currently, in
the British Isles, there are various
entities responsible for issuing coats
of arms: The College of Arms
(England, Wales, Northern Ireland,
and
some
Commonwealth
countries), the Court of Lord Lyon
(Scotland), and the Chief Herald
(Republic of Ireland).
In the United States, there
are no laws regarding coats of arms,
so Americans are free to use them
however they see fit. For example,
Joseph Edward Davies (husband of
Marjorie Merriweather Post), the
builder of the Mar-a-Lago resort,
was granted a coat of arms in 1939
by the College of Arms. After
President Trump purchased Mar-aLago, he started using the Davies
coat of arms as the “Trump” coat of
arms at Mar-a-Lago. When he tried
to use the coat of arms at the Trump
International Golf Links in Balmedie,
Scotland, in 2008, Scotland objected
to the use of the “wrong” coat of
arms. In 2012, Scotland registered
Trumps arms; however, in 2017,
England objected, as they, not
Scotland, had originally issued the
coat of arms to Davies in 1939.
Another example is Cadillac – since
1902, the company has been using
the coat of arms of Antoine de la
Mothe Cadillac, who founded the
city of Detroit in 1701. The crown
represents France, the three ducks
represent the Holy Trinity, black
represents superiority, and the
wreath represents aristocracy and
victory. The United Parcel Service in
1907 created their own coat of arms

rather than “borrowing” someone
else’s – their brown and yellow
shield features the letters “ups” in
yellow – a very simple coat of arms.
Americans who claim the
right to arms under European laws
must prove uninterrupted male-line
descent from an ancestor who was
granted those arms. Americans can
also obtain a grant or confirmation
of their arms from an official source
(like the College of Arms) by
payment
of
required
fees.
Generally, coats of arms are not
recognized by the United States.
Some people wrongly assume that
the US Constitution prohibits
Americans from having coats of
arms, but Article I, Section 9, Clause
8 prohibits the United States and
individual states from granting titles
of nobility, and prohibits people
holding office from accepting offices
or titles from foreign sources
without the consent of Congress.
There is nothing that prohibits an
American from bearing a coat of
arms. At least 34 (representing all
13 colonies) of the 56 signers of the
Declaration of Independence had
arms.
Dr. Richardson explained the
six basic parts of a coat of arms.
First, the Shield, which is the focal
point. There are various shapes of
shields representing the century in
which the arms were granted. Also,
if a woman is granted arms, the
shield is shaped like a lozenge or a
rounded rectangle. There are five
tinctures (colors) on the shield which
are described by their French terms:
Azure (blue) symbolizing loyalty and
truth, Gules (red) symbolizing
military fortitude and magnanimity,
Sable (black) symbolizing constancy

or grief, Vert (green) symbolizing
life,
and
Purpure
(purple)
symbolizing majesty, sovereignty or
justice. There are also two metals –
Or (gold/yellow), and Argent (silver/
white) – and two furs – Ermine and
Vair (squirrel skin). There are also
brisures representing cadency – a
label of three points for the first son,
a crescent for the second son, mullet
for the third son, martlet for the
fourth son, annulet for the fifth son,

etc. Also, a heart for the first
daughter, an ermine spot for the
second daughter, a snowflake for
the third daughter, etc. So if the
parent were still alive, the child
would bear the same arms as the
parent with the cadency mark
attached. A baton sinister (a stripe
from the top left to the lower right)
denoted a bastard child. Second,
the Helmet indicates the rank of the
bearer. Royalty has a gold helmet or
crown, peers had a silver helmet
with gold trim or baron’s coronet/
red velvet chapeau, knights had a
steel helmet with visor open, and
gentlemen/squires had a steel
helmet. The helmet can be full
faced, or in profile. The visor can be
open (higher status) or closed (lower
status), or guarded with six bars
(gold for peers and steel for

gentlemen/squires). Third, the Crest
is a secondary device that
surmounts the helmet is used to
help distinguish the helmet. Ancient
families that possessed a coat of
arms prior to crests becoming
fashionable do not have crests.
Fourth, the Mantle, also known as
the contoise or lambrequin, with
two sides – one side has a heraldic
color (blue, red, green, black or
purple), and the other side has a
heraldic metal (gold or silver).
Usually, the mantle colors mirror the
colors in the shield. Fifth, the
Wreath is a twisted silken scarf to
cover the joint where the crest is
attached to the helmet. The colors
are the first named metal and first
named color in the blazon, and are
known as “the colors.” Sixth, the
Motto is not officially granted with
the coat of arms. It is a phrase
which incorporates the basic
philosophy of the family, or an
ancient war cry. They are optional,
and are normally placed below the
shield (or occasionally above the
crest).
Dr. Richardson stated that
the purpose of a coat of arms is to
avoid confusion on the battlefield,
and to give visibility to your deeds.
It also demonstrates your place in
genealogical terms. He encouraged
people to be part of the honor and
tradition of heraldry. You can either
search for descent from a noble line,
or create your own coat of arms. He
cautioned that it is considered bad
form to use another person’s coat of
arms. In the 14th century, legal
scholar Bartolo de Sassoferrato

stated that arms could be acquired
by: 1) hereditary right, 2) grant by
letters patent, 3) matriculation
(registration based upon a previous
grant), or 4) simple assumption (in
the very olden days). In the US,
there is no authorized heraldic
organization to grant arms, so
Americans may simply adopt arms.
You can create your own unique
arms, perhaps with symbols of your
profession, and assume them.
President Owens thanked Professor
Emeritus
Richardson
for
his
interesting
presentation,
and
promised to mail him an SAR
Certificate of Appreciation for
speaking to our chapter.
Registrar Derek Brown gave
the registrar’s report. We have 15
new members so far this year –
David, Daniel, James, and Devin
Awbery; Robert, Michael, Lucas,
Chandler, and Ian Crane; Scott, Chip,
and Ty Menard; William Fernow;
Mark Blanton; and Benjamin Hough.
In addition, there are three
applicants being processed at
National HQ, and Derek is busy
working on 18 other applications
and 27 supplemental applications.
Registrar
Derek
Brown
inducted six new members into the
Thomas Jefferson Chapter. William
Fernow joined on February 26, 2021
on the service of Lt. John Martin of
the New Jersey Continental Line.
John Martin was born in 1739 in
New Jersey, and died in 1837 in Lee
Township, Athens County, Ohio.
Steven R. Gibson joined on
December 18, 2020 on the service of
Private Joel Gibson, who enlisted in
Caswell County, North Carolina, in
1775. He re-enlisted, and served in
the battles of Moore’s Creek, Kings

Mountain and Guilford Courthouse,
and in the Siege of Ninety-Six in
South Carolina. He was discharged
in 1783 in Wilmington, North
Carolina, and received a pension in
1825
in
Henderson
County,
Kentucky. Joel Gibson was born
around 1749 in Frederick County,
Virginia, and married Elenor Davis in
1770; he died in 1830 in Henderson
County, Kentucky. Steve Gibson’s
wife, Erin Menard Gibson, is a
member of the DAR, and she
researched his ancestry.
Scott
Menard (and his sons Chip and Ty
Menard) joined on February 26,
2021 on the service of Private
George Hellman, Jr., who served
under Captain Samuel Royer in the
Cumberland County Militia in
Pennsylvania. George Hellman was
born in 1752, and died in 1832 in
Franklin County, Pennsylvania. Scott
Menard’s sister, Erin Menard
Gibson, is a member of the DAR, and
she researched his ancestry. Steven
N. Morford joined on November 6,
2020 on the service of Private
William Neal, who served under
Captains William Findley and
William Berryhill in the Cumberland
County Militia in Pennsylvania.
William Neal was born around 1736
in Ireland, and married Mary
Reynolds around 1760; he died in
1813
in
Indiana
County,
Pennsylvania.
Steven Morford’s
brothers Terry, Kimberly and Kevin
Morford, and his nephews Justin
and Michael Morford are members
of the Thomas Jefferson Chapter.
His brother Terry and sister
researched the family. John E.
Plotts (and his sons Bryan and Kyle
Plotts) joined on March 13, 2020 on
the service of Seaman Joseph

Tremau Sippy, who served on the
French warship La Blanche under
the command of Commandant
Boucault. Sippy was born in La
Croisic, France, and settled in
America following the war; he
married Lucretia Johnson in 1787 in
Virginia, and died in 1819 in Beaver
County, Pennsylvania. John Plotts
retired from the University of
California, San Francisco, and is
currently working on supplemental
applications. Mike Sedgwick (and
his son Thomas Sedgwick) joined on
September 18, 2020 on the service
of Captain Joshua Hazen of
Vermont, who was a delegate to
draw an outline of government.
Joshua Hazen was born in 1745 in
Woodbury, Connecticut, and died in
1796
in
Hartford,
Vermont.
Secretary Renouf mailed the
certificates
to
the
inducted
members, and the chapter will represent them at a future in-person
meeting, if the compatriots desire.
Compatriot
Phil
Stage
announced that the Veterans
Administration is offering vaccine
shots for veterans of any age. The
California Society’s Annual Meeting
will be held via Zoom Meeting on
April 17, 2021.
The Thomas
Jefferson
Chapter
will
be
represented by Derek Brown
(president’s designee) and Jeff
Nibert. We had two other delegate
slots, but there were no volunteers,
so we will lose two votes at the state
meeting.
Registrar
Brown
announced that the Patriot Research
System (PRS) has completed Phase I
(the entering of information from

California applications), and he
thanked all that participated in the
project.
Phase II will now
commence, so volunteers are
needed
to
enter
detailed
information
(patriot
service,
cemetery, etc.) into the PRS system
– California has 2,900 applications,
and 800 have been assigned so far.
President
Greg
Owens
announced that the chapter still
needs volunteers for vice president,
and historian. If you are willing to
help the chapter, please contact
President Owens. This is President
Owens last year, so unless we get a
volunteer to serve as chapter
president, we will not be able to
hold chapter meetings in 2022 –
please consider honoring your
patriot ancestors by serving the
chapter. President Greg Owens
adjourned the meeting.
— Stephen Renouf, Secretary

Zoom Meeting

T

he April Monthly Meeting will
be held via Zoom Meeting on
Saturday, April 24, 2021 at 1PM
(Pacific Time). Our guest speaker for
the meeting will be M. Kent
Gregory, Ed.D., past NSSAR Vice
President General and Chairman of
the NSSAR Museum Board. Dr.
Gregory will present a program on
“Artifacts in the SAR Museum
Collection,” and will show pictures
of some of the significant artifacts.
Dr. Gregory and the
Museum Board have been working
diligently on securing donations of
genuine Revolutionary War Era
artifacts for the SAR Museum.
Please join us for an informative
look through the artifact collection
of the SAR!

Quote of the Month
“History is in a manner a sacred thing, so far as it
contains truth; for where truth is, the supreme
Father of it may also be said to be, at least,
inasmuch as concerns truth.”

THOMAS JEFFERSON
CHAPTER

— Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra,
Don Quijote de la Mancha, 1615.
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